AUTONOMOUS
VEHICLES

Zayo’s dense metro fiber underpins the revolution of driving transportation

*Patent Pending
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Zayo owns and operates various technology corridors critical for
autonomous vehicle mobility
Challenge:
A Department of Transportation (DOT) needed:
● Tower connectivity ensuring continuous wireless
coverage for motorists
● Fiber connectivity to intelligent sensors enabling
autonomous vehicle truck platooning
● Video-enabled traffic and safety monitoring
● Autonomous electric vehicle (EV) freight
management
● Data offload for artificial intelligence (AI) processing

Solution:
Zayo built a new long haul fiber route along the
transportation corridor.

Products:
Dark Fiber
5G Infrastructure
Small Cells / Fiber to the Tower (FTT)
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Zayo’s network supports large amounts of data
Challenge:
A leading self-driving car company needed secure,
100G connectivity between corporate offices and
autonomous vehicle (AV) technology testing locations.
They required interconnectivity to mobile network
operators and connect-to-cloud solutions.

Solution:
Zayo provided connectivity to multiple cloud service
providers and three mobile network operators via an
express long haul fiber route.

Products:
Dark Fiber
Wavelengths
CloudLink
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Zayo provides global connectivity to automobile manufacturers and ride
sharing companies needing to comply with data residency laws
Challenge:
A leading car manufacturer required global connectivity
that would allow them to comply with data residency
laws while also being able to access local data centers
on a high-bandwidth resilient fiber network.

Solution:
Zayo designed and built a global network across
three continents to connect localized data centers and
then back to the United States corporate campus.

Products:
Global Reach
Wavelengths
CloudLink
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Zayo’s dense metro networks are the foundation for 5G and smart
city enablement
Challenge:

A mid-sized city wanted to advance the fiber
infrastructure in their community to support smart city
initiatives and connectivity. The city was looking for
a city-wide fiber network that could be deployed to
specific smart city infrastructure applications like
intelligent traffic sensoring or high-resolution cameras.

Solution:
BOULDER

Zayo designed and built a custom metro fiber network
across the entire city boundaries to support the city’s
initiatives. The project required dozens of miles of new
route construction and included Zayo supporting the
maintenance of the network for 20+ years.

Products:
Dark Fiber
5G Infrastructure
Ethernet and Higher Layer Services
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Zayo provides the infrastructure solutions to vehicle manufacturers
expanding into autonomous mobility
Challenge:

A leading car manufacturer, that is also developing
technology for autonomous vehicles, needed a
connectivity partner who could bring fiber to their
vehicle test tracks and research technology garages.
The development of autonomous vehicles produces
terabytes of data that needs to be moved, stored
and processed.

Solution:

Zayo extended fiber from our existing metro fiber
networks and tied remote autonomous vehicle facilities
in to a high-bandwidth wavelengths network. Zayo then
connected these facilities across long haul fiber to a core
data center and to the corporate campus.

Products:
Metro Fiber Network
Wavelengths
Long Haul Fiber Network
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Zayo provides the infrastructure necessary to support logistic and
fulfillment operations for retailers
Challenge:

A Fortune 50 retailer was looking for a long-term partner
to deliver high-bandwidth MPLS fiber to their stores.
They wanted a partner that would help them support
technology and infrastructure developments like
autonomous vehicle deliveries, private 4G LTE, 5G
networks for robotics and e-commerce fulfillment and
5G mobile operators.

Solution:

Zayo constructed a MPLS network to thousands of
locations with dedicated fiber. Working with the
retailer, Zayo developed multiple applications for
advanced connectivity including 5G cellular installations,
edge data centers and private wireless networks.

Products:
Dark Fiber
5G Infrastructure
Ethernet and Higher Layer Services
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Zayo’s extensive Tier-1 network supports autonomous mobility through
high-bandwidth connectivity and real-time data transmission
Challenge:

The mapping files on many autonomous vehicle
platforms are accurate down to centimeters. This
level of mapping accuracy creates files that are
terabytes in size. The companies developing
autonomous vehicles lacked a solution to deliver
mapping file updates to their vehicles in the field.

Solution:

*Patent Pending

Zayo developed a patent pending fiber station that
can be connected to a high-bandwidth 100G
wavelength network allowing multi-terabyte size files
to be updated in minutes. The Fiber Station has been
deployed in 2 data center facilities for testing and use
by autonomous vehicle companies.

Products:
Fiber Station Connectivity Platform
*Patent Pending

Zayo fiber station
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Zayo’s extensive Tier-1 network supports autonomous mobility through
high-bandwidth connectivity and real-time data transmission
Drone Landing Pad

Highly Scalable
Electric Vehicle Charger

Leverages dense fiber network and existing
retail relationships.

Connectivity Close to Autonomous Operations
Flexible and modular design allows for ease
of access throughout metro areas.

Technology Adaptive

802.11ax Access Point
Retractable Fiber Reel
Networking Equipment

Autonomous Vehicle Station

EV Wireless Charging Pad

High-capacity backbone fiber adjusts to
migrations in technology from direct fiber
connections to wireless access points.

*Patent pending
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Next steps
Let's set up a meeting to explore how Zayo can help plan and execute solutions for autonomous mobility.
During that meeting, we can further discuss how Zayo's portfolio can support your needs through Dark Fiber,
Internet Connectivity, Wavelengths, SD-WAN and Cloud Connectivity.
To engage, please contact Zayo’s Vice President of z5G Mobile Infrastructure:
Chris Parra
Vice President, z5G Mobile Infrastructure
Office: 720.590.6594
christopher.parra@zayo.com

Chat with an Expert now:
Call us:

Live Chat

North America: 866.364.6033 | UK: +44 (0) 20 7220 3800 | France: +33 (0) 1 49 97 07 40

Explore Zayo's Expansive Fiber Network | www.zayo.com
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